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SUMMARY

Although empathic emotion is closely related to prosocial behavior, neuronal
substrate that accounts for empathy-associated prosocial action remains poorly
understood. We recorded neurons in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and
insular cortex (InC) in rats when they observed another rat in pain. We discovered
neurons with anti-mirror properties in the ACC and InC, in addition to those
with mirror properties. ACC neurons show higher coupling between activation
of self-in-pain and others-in-pain, whereas the InC has a higher ratio of neurons
with anti-mirror properties. During others-in-pain, ACC neurons activated more
when actively nose-poking toward others and InC neurons activated more
when freezing. To further illustrate prosocial function, we examined neuronal ac-
tivities in the helping behavior test. Both ACC and InC neurons showed specific
activation to rat rescuing which is contributed by mirror, but not anti-mirror neu-
rons. Our work indicates the functional involvement of mirror neuron system in
prosocial behaviors.

INTRODUCTION

Emotional contagion, the ability to experience the distress of others, is closely associated with prosocial

behavior that benefits others.1–3 Neuroimaging studies in humans have suggested involvement of the

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and insular cortex (InC) in pain empathy.4–12 An increasing number of

studies show that rodents are able to share emotional states of others by showing various forms of

empathy-like reactions, including emotional contagion,13–16 observational fear17,18 and prosocial help-

ing.19–22 Neuroscience studies in rats have further identified emotional mirror neurons of pain in the

ACC23 and the causal contribution of InC in helping behaviors.24 Emotional mirror neurons in rats are

analogous to the mirror neuron system in primates, which explains their ability to understand observed

motor actions.25–27

The mirror neuron system has also been proposed to participate in understanding mental states of

others.28–30 Anti-mirror neurons have been reported in the motor system, neurons which increase their

firring rate when monkeys executed a particular action, but decrease their firring rate below baseline

when observing someone else performing this action.31,32 Anti-mirror neurons may disambiguate our

own actions from those of others when understanding others. However, a potential analog of neurons

with anti-mirror properties has not been addressed in an affective empathy assay. Furthermore, the

neuronal logic that connects the mirror neuron system to prosocial actions remains unclear. According

to the empathy-altruism hypothesis, empathy for others in distress arouses emotion sharing and motivates

prosocial behavior.1,2,33 It is unknown whether generation of empathy-associated reactions that initiate

active prosocial help shares the same mechanism that produces empathy-associated reactions without

any prosocial behavior, e.g., emotional contagion.

Abrain-wide surveyof neural activity in thehelpingbehavior testhas identified InCandACCas thebrain regions

consistently participating in the response to a trapped rat in different social contexts.34 In addition, observa-

tional fear before self-experience of the adverse event was shown to depend primarily on an ACC-amygdala

circuit,35 whereas increased synchrony of the InC and amygdala was associatedwith elevated emotional conta-

gion.36 We hypothesized that mirror and anti-mirror neurons provide a neuronal substrate for empathy-associ-

ated, socially active andpassive reactions.We tested this hypothesisby recordingneuronal activities in theACC

and InC of rats during an observational distress test following a helping behavior test.19 We also recorded

neuronal activities in the primary motor cortex (MI) as a control for general correlation of neuronal activities
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with arousal,movements, or changes in state. An investigation of prosocial behavior depends on neural circuits

overlapping with those of emotional contagion could deepen our understanding of circuit evolution between

contagion and prosociality in social animals.

RESULTS

Empathy-related behaviors identified in an observational distress test

Toexamine neuronal correlates of emotional contagion, rats (n = 41) were tested in anobservational distress

test (Figure 1A) after implantation of 16-channel microelectrodes in the ACC or InC (Figure 1B). In this test,

each observer rat observed an unfamiliar demonstrator rat experiencing pain on the forepaws, caused by

infra-red laser heat pulses (Figure 1A, ‘‘demo’’ block). Observers were able to witness the demonstrator

through visual, auditory, and olfactory sensations through a perforated, transparent divider, but were pre-

vented from physical contact. Two control blocks were designed (Figure 1A): the ‘‘air’’ block, in which heat

pulses were directed upward at no target, to capture baseline behaviors before the ‘‘demo’’ block, and a

‘‘self’’ block, in which heat pulses targeted the observer, to confirm state matching of their own pain after

the ‘‘demo’’ block. The 3 types of blocks in the test were implemented in the order of 10 ‘‘air’’ blocks, 10

‘‘demo’’ blocks, and 10 ‘‘self’’ blocks, to avoid prior knowledge of laser heat pulses during the ‘‘air’’ blocks

and nonspecific fear generalization during the ‘‘demo’’ blocks. Among 7 classified behaviors (Figure S1; see

STAR Methods), observers displayed significantly higher rates of freezing, sniffing, or social approaches as

the first reaction after laser heat pulses during ‘‘demo’’ blocks than in ‘‘air’’ blocks (Figures 1C and 1D, Fig-

ure S1; p< 0.016, at a significance threshold of a = 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for the 3 pairs of compar-

isons). These reactions were all initiated at least 2.5 s after laser pulses (2.8G 0.5s for freezing, 3.4G 0.4s for

sniffing, 3.5G0.5s for social approach) and lasted formore than 4.0 s (Video S1; 5.8G0.8s for freezing, 5.0G

0.6s for sniffing, 6.6 G 0.8s for social approach). Notably, compared with ‘‘air’’ blocks, social approaches

increased in the ‘‘demo’’ blocks, but did not increase in ‘‘self’’ blocks, indicating that this behavior is specific

to demonstrator distress, but not self-distress (Figures 1C and 1D). These observations suggested candi-

date behaviors to capture reactions of emotional contagion in this paradigm.

Although behaviors that increased during ‘‘demo’’ and ‘‘self’’ blocks may simply reflect rat reactions to

nonspecific social cues, we further confirmed emotional reactions with a control group of electrode-im-

planted rats (n = 11 rats) in conditions in which the divider was solid and opaque to disrupt multimodal

transmission of sensory modality for the cognitive representation of another’s pain during the test, where

visual sensation has been reported as an important factor for rodents to recognize pain of others.13

Notably, increases of freezing and sniffing during ‘‘demo’’ blocks were absent in this opaque control exper-

iment, whereas increased social approach was absent in both ‘‘demo’’ and ‘‘self’’ blocks (Figure 1C and 1D).

During ‘‘self’’ blocks, the ratio of freezing gradually increased during a block, whereas the ratio of sniffing

decreased through a block (Figure 1C), suggesting that sniffing behaviors are less likely to be fear-related.

These results suggest that freezing, as a passive reaction, indicated emotional state matching through

emotional contagion, whereas a social approach, as a socially active reaction, may reflect a rat’s concern

for conspecifics in pain.

Observational-distress-related mirror and anti-mirror neurons in the ACC and InC

We next sought to characterize neuronal responses related to observational distress in the test. In total, 806

neurons were recorded from the ACC or InC in 41 rats in single-unit recordings. Among them, 596 neurons

were recorded from 30 rats tested with a transparent divider and the remaining 210 neurons were recorded

from 11 rats tested with an opaque divider. Many ACC and InC neurons changed their firing rates in both

‘‘demo’’ blocks and ‘‘self’’ blocks (Figure 2A, example neurons; Figure 2B, ensemble neuronal activity and

Table 1, numbers and percentages of all recorded neurons). For both the ACC and InC, there were signif-

icantly higher percentages of neurons that changed their firing rates after laser pulses during ‘‘demo’’

blocks than during ‘‘air’’ blocks (ACC: 14.7 G 0.46% of ‘‘demo’’ versus 9.1 G 0.33% of ‘‘air’’, n = 19 rats,

p = 0.045, Mann-Whitney U test; InC: 13.7 G 0.34% versus 8.6 G 0.26% before ‘‘self’’, n = 19 rats,

p = 0.02, Mann-Whitney U test). In contrast, in the opaque condition, percentages of neurons that changed

their firing rates did not differ significantly between ‘‘demo’’ and ‘‘air’’ blocks (Table 1), suggesting that the

observed changes of neuronal firing rates likely relate to demonstrator distress.

Mirror properties of mirror or anti-mirror neurons require consistent responses, not only when observing

actions or reactions of others, but also when an animal itself performs the same action or experiences

the same event. Among neurons that are activated in ‘‘demo’’ blocks, 41.2 G 7.3% and 26.7 G 7.1% of
2 iScience 26, 105865, January 20, 2023
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Figure 1. Identification of empathy-related behaviors in the observational distress test

(A) Diagram of the observational distress test. As a control experiment, a group of rats experienced the task with a solid,

opaque divider (opaque control group) instead of a perforated, transparent divider (transparent group).

(B) Recording sites of ACC and InC electrodes from the transparent group (red dots) and opaque control group (black

dots). Numbers at the bottom right corner of each brain coronal section, distance to bregma in mm along the anterior-

posterior axis (Paxinos and Watson, 2007); scale bar, 2 mm

(C) Averaged percentages of freezing (red), sniffing (black), and social approach (blue) behaviors in observer rats through

trials of ‘‘air’’, ‘‘demo’’, and ‘‘self’’ blocks from the transparent and opaque control groups.

(D) Percentages of freezing, sniffing and social approach are significantly higher during the ‘‘demo’’ block (oblique bars)

than the percentages during the ‘‘air’’ block (open bars) in the transparent group, but not the opaque control group

(meanG SEM from the 10 trials in a block). *p< 0.016, compare to values in the ‘‘air’’ block. #p< 0.016, compare to values in

the ‘‘demo’’ block in the same group. ✝p< 0.016, compare to values in the opaque control group (one sided Mann-

Whitney U test at a significance level of a = 0.05, with Bonferroni correction). f, freezing; n, sniffing; a, social approach;

w, walking; h, heading; r, resting; l, licking.

See also Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Mirror and anti-mirror neurons in the limbic system

(A) Rasters and histograms (bottom panels) with superposed waveforms and corresponding PCA space (top panels) of the

example mirror (left) and anti-mirror (right) neurons. Dashed line, time = 0 at the heat pause; bin = 100 ms.

(B) Normalized ensemble activities (z-scores) of mirror (EE and II) and anti-mirror (IE and EI) neurons. Bin size = 200 ms.

Data are presented as mean G SEM *p< 0.05, Mann-Whitney U-test compared to air.

See also Figures S2–S5.
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neurons in the ACC and InC, respectively, also activated during ‘‘self’’ blocks (‘‘EE mirror neurons’’; Fig-

ure 3A), similar to the percentage of ACC neurons that responded to pain, as reported in our previous

studies.37,38 In addition, there were neurons that were inhibited in both ‘‘demo’’ and ‘‘self’’ blocks (‘‘II mirror

neurons’’; 2.6 G 1.8% in ACC and 2.8 G 2% in InC). Of interest, a significantly higher percentage of InC

neurons than of ACC neurons were inhibited after noxious laser-heat pulses to the forepaws in ‘‘self’’

blocks, but activated in ‘‘demo’’ blocks (‘‘EI anti-mirror neurons’’; 2.6 G 1.9% in the ACC and 13.5 G

4.4% in the InC, 19 rats each, p = 0.05, Mann-Whitney U test), and so were neurons that were activated

in ‘‘self’’ blocks, but inhibited in ‘‘demo’’ blocks (‘‘IE mirror neurons’’; 6.1 G 3.4% in ACC and 14.6 G

6.1% in InC). Control datasets generated by bootstrapping all trials from all types of block showed lower

ratios of statistically classified mirror (9.55% of EE and 0.05% of II; the actual data of EE and II mirror neurons

in ACC and InC are all above 100.0% bootstrapped datasets) and anti-mirror neurons (0.67% of EI and

0.67% of IE; the actual data of EI and IE anti-mirror neurons in ACC and InC are all above 100.0% bootstrap-

ped datasets), indicating that observed dynamics of mirror and anti-mirror neurons are very unlikely to have

been generated by a random process. This statistical classification of the 4 types of neuronal ensembles

(2 types of mirror activities and 2 types of anti-mirror activities) enabled us to examine more closely the

functions of the ACC and InC in the observational distress test.
Distinct behavioral correlation of mirror and anti-mirror neurons in the ACC and InC during

the observational distress test

To gain insights into the organizational principle that reflects the functional assignment of a neuron to

reveal its mirror property, we created a group of control datasets in which classified neuronal responses,

i.e., increased firing rate, decreased firing rate, or no change, from a type of block, i.e., ‘‘air’’, ‘‘demo’’,

or ‘‘self’’, were shuffled. The result showed that ACC neurons had stronger ‘‘demo’’-‘‘self’’ coupling

compared to their shuffled datasets (above 94.7% shuffled datasets, although the actual position in the

null distribution does not exceed 95%), whereas the ‘‘demo’’-‘‘self’’ coupling of InC neurons is close to

the median of its shuffled datasets (above 67.8% shuffled datasets) (Figure 3C). This finding suggests

that the functional assignment of neuronal responses during ‘‘demo’’ and ‘‘self’’ blocks is nearly random

in the InC, but positively coupled in the ACC.

To investigate potential behavioral associations of the mirror neuron system, we examined ensemble

activities before social approach and freezing behaviors in the observational distress test. Among the
4 iScience 26, 105865, January 20, 2023



Table 1. Number and percentage of responsive neurons recorded in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and insular cortex (InC)

Sessions

Air Demo self

totalexcitation inhibition Excitation Inhibition excitation inhibition

ACC

transparent 31 (9.1%) 26 (7.6%) 50 (14.7%) 18 (5.3%) 147 (43.2%) 21 (6.2%) 340

opaque control 10 (10.6%) 6 (6.4%) 9 (9.6%) 2 (2.1%) 39 (41.5%) 2 (2.1%) 94

InC

transparent 22 (8.6%) 14 (5.5%) 35 (13.7%) 16 (6.3%) 111 (43.3%) 35 (13.7%) 256

opaque control 21 (18.1%) 8 (6.9%) 19 (16.4%) 5 (4.3%) 44 (37.9%) 13 (11.2%) 116
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ensembles (Figures 4, 5, S6, andS7), we found an activity enhancement of ACC ensemble before social

approach behavior during ‘‘demo’’ blocks (Figure 4A), in which both ACC-InC mirror and anti-mirror en-

sembles showed similar enhancement (Figures 5A and 5B). Such enhancement was not seen in the InC

ensemble (Figure 4B). On the other hand, before freezing, we found an activity enhancement of the InC

ensemble (Figure 4D) with a decrease in the activity of the ACC-InC anti-mirror ensemble (Figure 5D).

No change of activities before freezing was observed in either the ACC ensemble (Figure 4C) or the

ACC-InC mirror ensemble (Figure 5C). In summary, behavior-specific pre-movement neuronal correlates

are region-specific, whereas mirror and anti-mirror ensemble activities showed a similar pattern of

enhancement before social approaches, in which ensemble patterns were rather distinct before freezing.

These observations motivated us to further investigate their roles in empathy-based prosocial help.

We next tested how different neuronal ensembles encode social approaches versus freezing, following

investigation of mirror properties in neuronal ensembles. Although the mirror property remained at the

ensemble level for both ACC EE and InC EE neurons, the anti-mirror property remained at the ensemble

level only for InC EI and InC IE neurons (Figure 2B, InC, EE: Uair-demo = 100, p = 0.005, Uair-self = 100, p<

0.001; II: Uair-demo = 3, p< 0.001, Uair-self = 2, p< 0.001; EI: Uair-demo = 98, p< 0.001, Uair-self = 0, p< 0.001;

IE: Uair-demo = 0, p< 0.001, Uair-self = 98, p< 0.001, Mann-Whitney U-test; Figure S2, ACC, EE: Uair-demo =

100, p< 0.001, Uair-self = 100, p< 0.001; II: Uair-demo = 12, p< 0.005, Uair-self = 3, p< 0.001; EI: Uair-demo =

20, p = 0.025, Uair-self = 16, p = 0.13; IE: Uair-demo = 0, p = 0.005, Uair-self = 66, p = 0.241, Mann-Whitney

U-test), reflecting the diverse response dynamics of ACC anti-mirror neurons and II mirror neurons in

both ACC and InC. Furthermore, by combining EE and II neurons into a mirror ensemble and combining

EI and IE neurons into an anti-mirror ensemble, we observed that both ACC and InC mirror ensembles

retained robust mirror activities, but the anti-mirror properties of both ACC and InC anti-mirror ensembles

were impaired (Figure S3, Mirror in ACC, Uair-demo = 100, p< 0.001, Uair-self = 100, p< 0.001; Mirror in InC,

Uair-demo = 96, p< 0.001, Uair-self = 100, p< 0.001; Anti-mirror in ACC, Uair-demo = 3, p< 0.005, Uair-self = 52,

p =0.909; Anti-mirror in InC, Uair-demo = 37, p = 0.344, Uair-self = 31, p = 0.162; Mann-Whitney U-test). This

observation is consistent with ACC-InCmirror ensemble activity from pooling together ACC and InCmirror

neurons and ACC-InC anti-mirror ensemble activity from pooling together ACC and InC anti-mirror

neurons (Figure S4, Mirror in ACC and InC, Uair-demo = 100, p< 0.001, Uair-self = 100, p< 0.001; Anti-mirror

in ACC and InC, Uair-demo =0, p< 0.001, Uair-self = 34, p = 0.241, Mann-Whitney U-test). By pooling all

neurons in the ACC and InC into ACC and InC ensembles, respectively, both ACC and InC ensembles

only remained responses in ‘‘self’’ blocks (Figure S5, ACC, Uair-demo = 75, p = 0.06, Uair-self = 100,

p< 0.001; InC, Uair-demo = 1, p< 0.001, Uair-self = 100, p< 0.001, Mann-Whitney U-test). In summary, these

observations suggest that self-other differentiation, observational distress, and self-nociceptive pain are

more strongly associated with states of individual neuronal activities, local ensemble activities, and

cross-region neural activity, respectively.

Activation of mirror neurons prior to helping behavior

To investigate the neuronal substrate of empathy-associated prosocial action, we prepared rats that were

trained in the helping behavior test followed by the observational distress test (Figures 6A–6C) after im-

plantation of 16-channel microelectrodes in the ACC, InC, or MI (Figures 6D and 6E). In a session of the

helping behavior test, each rat conducted 30 trials with 10-trial blocks of three different conditions in

random order, in which the restrainer contained a conspecific rat, a toy rat, or was empty. Eight of the

12 rats opened the restrainer more often when a conspecific was in the restrainer, with the percentages
iScience 26, 105865, January 20, 2023 5
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Figure 3. Mirror property of the ACC and InC represented in population-level organization

(A) Venn diagram of ‘‘air’’-, ‘‘demo’’-, and ‘‘self’’-responsive neurons in the ACC (left) and InC (right).

(B) The percentage of mirror (open bar) and anti-mirror (solid bar) neurons in the ACC and InC. n = 19 rats; *p< 0.05, Mann-

Whitney U test.

(C) Observed cell numbers (red lines) of ‘‘demo’’- (left), ‘‘self’’- (middle), and ‘‘demo’’+ ‘‘self’’- respond (right) neurons in

the ACC (top) and InC (bottom) compared with the distributions of corresponding shuffled datasets (open bars).
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of 77.3 G 4.6%, 21.9 G 3.6%, and 16.7 G 4.4% during conditions with a conspecific rat (‘‘rat’’), a toy rat

(‘‘toy’’), and empty (‘‘empty’’), respectively. In contrast, gate-opening behaviors in the other 4 rats were

nonspecific, with percentages of gate opening being 33.8 G 5.5% for a conspecific, 30.8 G 7.1% for a

toy rat, and 6.7 G 4.0% for an empty restrainer. The 8 rats that showed conspecific-specific rescuing

behaviors also showed shorter latencies to open the door (67.1G 6.3s) than the 4 rats that showed nonspe-

cific door opening behaviors (93.2 G 14.1s; p< 0.001. The observational distress test was performed after

the helping behavior test to compare activities of neurons that were putatively the same in these tasks

(79 ACC neurons from 8 rats, 56 InC neurons from 7 rats, and 77 MI neurons from 9 rats).

We analyzed ensemble activities before door opening and nose interaction behavior in the helping

behavior test (Figures 6 and 7). Although the MI ensemble activated before the door opening in both

rescuing (‘‘rat’’) and control (‘‘toy’’ and ‘‘empty’’) trials, the ACC and InC ensembles activated before

door opening only in rescuing trials, but not in control trials (Figures 6F–6K and Video S2). In addition,

the ACC-InC mirror ensemble activated both before rescuing and before nose interaction behaviors

(Figures 7A and 7B), whereas the ACC-InC anti-mirror ensemble activated before nose interaction behav-

iors, but not before the door opening (Figures 7D and 7E). These ensembles did not show a change in

activity levels in control trials when the rats opened a chamber with a toy or an empty chamber

(Figures 7C and 7F). These findings associate observational-distress-related neurons in rats with their pro-

social action of rescuing a conspecific rat from restraining stress.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we addressed mirror and anti-mirror properties of neurons in the ACC and InC using affective

empathy assays in rats, and proposed a neural substrate of empathy-associated prosocial behaviors by

illustrating how the mirror neuron system is related to prosocial actions. Specifically, we found that mirror

and anti-mirror ensembles showed similar activation patterns, activating before empathy-associated,

socially active reactions, i.e., social approaches, prosocial help, and nose interactions, whereas activation

patterns of these ensembles were more distinct before rats showed empathy-associated, socially passive

reactions, i.e., freezing. These neuronal ensembles are organized into a brain circuit in which the InC
6 iScience 26, 105865, January 20, 2023
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Figure 4. Average ensemble activity of ACC and InC neurons increased specifically in relation to social approach

or freezing behaviors

Average ensemble unit (ACC, n = 15 rats in (A and C); InC, n = 11 rats in (B and D) activity during the demo period in the

observational distress test. Repetitive freezing or social approach behaviors occurred at time zero (dashed line). Bin size =

200 ms. Data are presented as mean G SEM *p< 0.05, one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

See also Figures S6 and S7.
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maintains a balanced ratio between mirror and anti-mirror neurons, whereas the ACC contains a higher ra-

tio of mirror neurons because of its coupling organization of pain transmission from self and others. Our

finding that prosocial behavior depends on neural circuits overlapping with those of emotional contagion

provides evidence of circuit evolution between contagion and prosociality in social animals.39

Our study surveyed neural associations with emotional contagion and helping behavior at different scales.

These results suggest that self-nociceptive pain, contagious distress, and self-other differentiation are

more strongly associated with neuronal states at cross-region activity, local ensembles, and individual

neuronal activities, respectively, which would be of interest for future theory developments. Coupling

between neural dynamics across these encoding scales could be a mechanism to accomplish multimodel

integration of perception, emotion, and cognition. A particular behavioral reaction can further be initiated

from dynamics of neural states in cross-circuit coupling34 through mechanics that couple kinetic and

potential energy of each scale-specific neural state.

Empathy-related behaviors in affective tasks

In the present study, we used laser heat pulses to deliver short, fast stimuli with precise control, which is

useful for inducing pain in freely moving rats40 as well as limiting uncertainty in further behavioral represen-

tation and neuronal correlation. Application of laser heat pulses to paw pads of rats elicited not only typical

nociceptive behavior, e.g., licking the targeted pads, but also a set of behaviors that showed both when the

rat felt pain and the demonstrator rat received the nociceptive stimulus, but not when the ‘‘air’’ control, e.g.,

freezing, sniffing, and social approaches. The latter behaviors may reflect emotional, exploratory, or social

reactions in our affective empathy assay.

Freezing is a well-documented behavioral index of fear.41 Freezing in observer rats suggests that they may

also sense a stressful state and share the fear with the stimulated rat. This representation is consistent with

vicarious freezing demonstrated from paradigms of emotional contagion and affective transfer for subjects

with16,18,42 or without prior experience with pain stimulation.43 Sniffing with whisking is a rhythmic orofacial

motor activity that enables rodents to localize and track objects in their environments.44 Therefore,

increased sniffing by observer rats in our test indicated that they showed more concern for the environ-

mental context, which is consistent with previous reports. The gradual decrease of sniffing behavior through

trials in a given block further supports this interpretation of sniffing as a general exploratory behavior.

Nose-poking behavior in rodents has been taken as a goal-directed action in social or non-social behav-

ioral tests.45 We defined ‘‘social approach’’ in our test as nose pokes into holes of the divider or putting

a paw on the plexiglass panel between the demonstrator and observer. Of interest, social approach was
iScience 26, 105865, January 20, 2023 7
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Figure 5. Average ensemble activity of observational-distress-related neurons increased specifically in relation

to social approach or freezing behaviors

Mirror neurons (A, n = 32 units) and anti-mirror (B, n = 7 units) showed significant correlation before and during social approach

behavior. Anti-mirror neurons (D, n = 10 units) showed correlation before andduring freezing behavior, whereasmirror neurons

(C, n=37units) did not. Values in theY axis arenormalizedZ-scores calculated frombaseline activities 2 to 5 sbefore theonset of

social approach or freezing behavior. Data are presented as meanG SEM *p< 0.05, one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

See also Figures S6 and S7.
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more frequent when a companion rat received heat pulses than when the observer rat itself experienced

them. In addition, because visual cues help to convey information in rodents,13 social approaches when

others were in pain became less frequent when the companion rat was prevented from observing the

demonstrator. These findings indicate that social approach behavior of rats observed in the observational

distress test is a reaction to distress of others. Whether prosocial behavior in the helping behavior test is

motivated by empathy has been extensively discussed.3,46–48 Observing distress of others can serve as a

negative reinforcer for rats49 and can determine their social learning.17,50–52 Overall, our data provide

further evidence suggesting that rodents express behaviors similar to human empathy.53
Limitations of the study

Although well-defined behaviors in the helping behavior test allowed us to specify neuronal interpretation,

the ratio of about one-third of rats showing stable conspecies-spesific door opening suggests a room for

further improving the generalization of the current helping behavior test in laboratory rodents. In addition,

the ratio of about two-fifth of these learned rats largely reducing their door opening events after electrode

implantation indicates a challenge of using an invasive neuronal recording approach to investigate

neuronal substrate in the current helping behavior test. These emphasize an aim of future improvement

of the helping behavior test in laboratory rodents.
Limbic circuit for social orientation of empathy-associated reactions

Although empathy is the ability to experience the distress of others, differentiation between self and other

is a necessary condition of empathy because the concept of empathy only holds in an awareness of being in

a social condition. In the motor system, mirror neurons have been hypothesized to function in understand-

ing actions of others.54,55 Although the functional roles and actual encoding of motor mirror neurons has

been debated,56,57 the evidence of motor mirror neurons mapping observer’s and acting animal’s goals

instead of effector moves or motor end-state58 support a strong involvement of cognitive inference in

mirror neuron formation. Potential mechanisms to reveal self-other differentiation have been addressed

in computational research and practice of artificial empathy agents where the existence of an acute mirror

neuron system was acquired for correct sensorimotor mapping.59 The discovery of anti-mirror neurons led

to the hypothesis that the role of these neurons is to avoid generation of actions when observing actions of

others.31,60 In monkeys, themedial frontal cortex is thought to be involved in differentiating self from others

and of providing neural signals that are essential for social motor learning.61 A subset of neurons in the
8 iScience 26, 105865, January 20, 2023
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Figure 6. Activity of neurons in the ACC and InC increased before helping behavior

(A) Experimental protocol for data collection.

(B and C) Diagram of the apparatus for the helping behavior test and the observational distress test, respectively. Scale

bar = 2 mm

(D) Photomicrographs show coronal sections of the brain marked with iron deposits (arrows) in the ACC, InC and MI.

(E) Composite recording sites for all ACC, InC and MI. More details are shown in individual method sections. Average

ensemble unit (ACC, n = 8 rats in F and I; InC, n = 7 rats in G and J; MI, n = 9 rats in H and K) activity around opening the

restrainer (time = 0) in trials with a conspecific rat (helping) and empty or toy trials (control). Values in the Yaxis are

normalized Z-scores calculated from individual rats. Repetitive gate-opening behaviors occurred at time zero. Bin sizes =

250 ms. Data are presented as mean G SEM *p< 0.05, one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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human medial frontal and temporal cortices is also excited when executing actions and inhibited when

observing actions.32

Successful prosocial help requires both empathic recognition of others’ distress and a clear self-other

differentiation to correctly identify the source of distress, which suggests potential coordination between

separate networks in the brain to execute prosocial help. Both brain imaging results in humans6–8 and
iScience 26, 105865, January 20, 2023 9
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Figure 7. Average ensemble activity of mirror neurons increased specifically in relation to helping and nose

interaction behaviors

Photographs, illustration of rat helping behavior (left), nose interaction (middle), and opening an empty restrainer (control

open; right). n = 7, 7 and 6 mirror neurons in rescuing (A), nose interaction (B), and control open (C), respectively; n = 7, 7

and 7 anti-mirror neurons in rescuing (D), nose interaction (E), and control open (F), respectively; Values in the Yaxis are

normalized Z-scores calculated from baseline activities 5 to 10 s before the onset of gate-opening behaviors. Bin size =

250 ms. Data are presented as mean G SEM *p< 0.05, one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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electrophysiological data in rodents17,62 report empathy-related neuronal activities in the ACC and

InC,5,23,34 which is consistent with findings of our study. The ACC and InC function in decision making in

both rats63 and humans.64,65 Previous work has implicated the ACC in the cognition component of empa-

thetic pain66,67 and the InC in affective information processing.68–70 The InC is involved in predicting the

valence of both self and others70 and in evaluation and experiencing of emotion and interoceptive aware-

ness.12,71,72 Nociceptive information is also transmitted to the ACC from the InC.73 Furthermore, pharma-

cological inactivation of the InC blocked hyperalgesia induced by cohabitation with a mouse in chronic

pain, indicative of alteration of emotional contagion.69 Moreover, chemogenetic activation of the InC

reversed the deficit of a heroin-induced decrease in helping.74–76 We hypothesized that the limbic cortex

is a well-organized, distributed system that includes separate, empathy-directed mirror systems to drive

diverse empathy-related reactions along the social axis, which may motivate important future studies. In

view of the evidence for atypical empathy expression in autism,77,78 our findings may also have important

implications for disease-relevant issues.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals

Experiments were conducted on adult, female Long-Evans rats weighing 200-300 g, age 9-20 weeks. We

used only female rats because a significantly greater proportion of female than male rats exhibit prosocial

behavior in the conspecific helping behavior test.19 Rats were housed individually in the animal facility in

the Life Science Building at National Taiwan University, Taipei. They were maintained under a 12-h dark/

light cycle (lights off at 6:00 p.m.) at 22�C with food and water available ad libitum. Animal care and exper-

imental procedures followed Codes for Experimental Use of Animals of the Council of Agriculture, Taiwan,

based on the Animal Protection Law, Taiwan, and were approved by the Institute Animal Care and Use

Committee of National Taiwan University.

For the observational distress test, 41 rats were implanted and were tested in a cage in which the observing

and demonstrating rats were segregated either by a transparent or an opaque divider. Sixteen had bilateral

ACC implants, 11 of which were in the transparent group and 5 in the opaque group. Seventeen had bilat-

eral InC implants, 11 of which were in the transparent group and 6 in the opaque group. Eight rats had im-

plants only in the right ACC and InC.

In order to test involvement of observational distress responsive neurons in prosocial acts, a separate

group of rats was trained to perform a helping behavior test followed by the observational distress test.

A total of 12 rats completed the 2 experimental tasks with good recording quality. Three rats had implants

in the ACC and InC, five rats had implants in the ACC and MI, and four rats had implants in the InC and MI.
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METHOD DETAILS

Surgery and recording method

A rat was initially anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg, ip). Ketamine hydrochloride

(50 mg/kg, i.m.) was supplemented as necessary to maintain the rat in deep anesthesia so that it had no

flexor reflex throughout the surgery period. The core temperature of the rat was maintained at 37.5 �C
with a feedback-controlled heating pad. The rat was mounted on a stereotaxic instrument. A midline inci-

sion was made on the skull. After retracting the skin and cleaning the soft tissue, small craniotomies were

made for placing intra-cortical microelectrodes into the ACC, InC, or MI (Figures 1B, 6D, and 6E).

Two 8-channel microwire array electrodes were implanted in each rat. The array electrode was built in-

house. Detailed procedures for constructing the array electrode have been described elsewhere.79 Briefly,

8 stainless-steel wires individually insulated with Teflon (50 mm OD) were implanted in a line with equal

inter-electrode distances with a total span of 2.5 mm. Small longitudinal holes were opened in the

fronto-parietal bone for the ACC or InC. Coordinates of the ACC were 1.5-3.5 mm anterior to and

0.6-0.8 mm lateral to the bregma, and 1.6-2.0 mm deep in the cortex. Coordinates of the InC were

1.5-3.5 mm anterior to and 3.0-5.0 mm lateral to the bregma, and 4.5-5.0 mm below the surface of the cor-

tex. Coordinates of the MI were 1-3 mm anterior to and 3mm lateral to the bregma, and 1.6-2.0 mm deep in

the cortex. Once MI electrodes were in the target site, electrical stimulation was employed to ascertain

their motor fields. Electrical pulses were delivered from a constant current stimulator (AM system, model

2100) consisting of a train of 7 square-wave pulses, each 0.2 ms in duration, 300 Hz in 100 ms train duration.

Intensities of the test electrical stimulation ranged from 30 to 300 mA. This stimulation evokedmusclemove-

ments in whiskers (22.2%), neck (33.3%), or upper limbs (33.3%). No overt body movement could be dis-

cerned in the remaining 11% of stimulation sites.

A pair of stainless-steel screws (1 mm OD) was placed in the skull bilaterally, 2 mm posterior and 2 mm

lateral to the bregma for EEG recording. The ground electrode was a stainless-steel screw located over

the top of the cerebellum (mid-occipital bone). In addition, several stainless-steel screws were placed in

the frontal and parietal bones for anchoring. A pair of seven-stranded stainless-steel wires (793,200, A-M

systems) was inserted into the neck muscles for EMG recording. After implantation, holes in the skull

and the implanted electrodes were sealed and secured with dental cement.
Data acquisition

Neuronal activity was recorded using a Multi-channel Neuronal Acquisition Processor system (MNAP,

Plexon, Dallas, TX). Electrical signals were passed from the headset to an amplifier and band-pass filtered

(spike signals: 154–13k Hz, gain: 10,000–32,000; EEG and EMG filters: 0.7–170 Hz, gain: 5,000 or 10,000) dis-

played on an oscilloscope and an audio monitor (Grass AM8). Real-time spike sorting was controlled with

SortClient (Plexon), and the sampling rate of individual channels was 40 kHz. Synchronized video signals

were acquired with CinePlex (Plexon).
Observational distress test

Rats were separated into two groups, 60 in the transparent group and 22 in the opaque group. In the trans-

parent group, after recovery for 5 days, the observer rat was tethered with a recording wire and habituated

next to a naive demonstrator rat for 3 days, 30 min each day. Each rat was placed in an equal-sized (27 3

21 3 17 cm) plexiglas compartment. The two compartments were separated by a transparent, perforated

plexiglas divider (Figure 1A). The two rats stood on two independent wiremeshes. Each was supported by a

separate sponge padding to avoid the influence of vibration from the other chamber. In the opaque control

group, all habituation protocols were the same except that the plexiglas divider between the two compart-

ments was opaque.

On the test day, 7 days after surgery, observer rats were placed again in the plexiglas chamber 30 min for

habituation with lights on during the light cycle. We used infra-red heat pulse irradiation generated by a

CO2 laser (Model CI40 CO2 laser, 10.6 mm wavelength, Blue Sky Tech, Taipei) as the noxious stimulus

applied to forepaws of the rats. The laser-pulse duration was 36 ms and the intensity was 4–5 W, corre-

sponding to power levels ranging from 136 to 175mJ. This intensity range was chosen based on preliminary

trials and our previous findings37,38,80 so as to induce paw-lifting behavior 90-95% of the time that a rat’s

paw was hit. The noxious heat pulse was directed either to the glabrous skin of the forepaw of one of
iScience 26, 105865, January 20, 2023 15
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the rats (50% to the left and 50% to the right, randomized in order), or to the air around the chambers. The

laser was directed by an experimenter sitting beside the setup when rats were resting. Noxious heat pulses

were administered when rats were immobile. The sequence of the protocol was ten times into the air (‘‘air’’),

ten times to the demonstrator rat (‘‘demo’’), and ten times to the observer rat (‘‘self’’) (Figure 1A). There

were no missed trials during the ‘‘demo’’ and ‘‘self’’ blocks. Inter-trial intervals were longer than 20 s. Sig-

nificance levels to reject null hypotheses were set at a = 0.05 with Bonferroni correction for multiple com-

parisons, e.g., p< 0.016 for 3 pairs of ‘‘transparent demo vs. opaque demo’’, ‘‘transparent demo vs. trans-

parent self’’, and ‘‘transparent demo vs. transparent air.’’

Conspecific helping behavior test

To test behavioral functions of observational-distress-responsive neurons, another group of rats performed

a conspecific helping behavior test followed by the observational distress test (Figures 6A–6C). At the

commencement of the helping behavior test, all subjects were trained to open the gate of a restraining

trap. Briefly, rats were acclimated to an arena (50 3 50 3 43 cm) for 1 h each during the first two days.

Afterward rats were fasted overnight and the next day, they were placed in the arena containing an opened

restrainer (253 8.753 7.5 cm) with rat chow inside. Rats were trained to open the gate during the following

two days. Rats that could open the gate more than ten times in two successive days without help from the

experimenter were defined as ‘‘openers.’’ Under this training protocol, 33 rats of 120 achieved opener sta-

tus in 2 days and they received microelectrode implantation (Figures 6D and 6E).

After recovery from surgery for 5 days, implanted rats were fitted with a telemetry sensor (TBSI,

W016020H07K1A) and habituated to the testing arena for the helping behavior test. On the testing day

for the conspecific helping behavior test, we recorded behavior by digital video and neuronal activity by

telemetry of the freely moving rat in the arena. In an experimental session, the implanted rat was acclimated

to the test arena for 30 min and then a restrainer with a trapped rat was placed in the center of the arena.

Control sessions included testing an implanted rat with the restrainer either empty or occupied by a toy rat.

Each session comprised three types of trials and ten trials per type (30 in total) in a randomized sequence.

Among the 33 opener rats bearing electrodes, 26 had good quality unit recordings. Among these 26 rats,

6 lost their gate-opening skill after the surgery and 4 others did not open the trap during the rescuing ses-

sion. Therefore, 16 rats completed the 2 experimental tasks with good recording quality. Because recorded

units were very likely to be unstable after the ‘‘self’’ blocks of the observational distress test, rats were

tested in the conspecific helping behavior test before being tested in the observational distress test.

Even so, only 12 of 16 rats were able to have putatively stable units during the 2 tasks, according to wave-

forms in PC space (within the 95% confidence interval) and inter-spike interval (ISI) distributions during

resting as baseline recording after habituation in the behavioral test setups (p< 0.05, Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test).

Histology

After completion of the experiments, positions of microelectrode tips were marked with 33 10 s 5-mA pos-

itive DC current to deposit ferric ions while rats were under deep anesthesia. Animals were perfused intra-

cardially with saline followed by 4% formalin containing 1% potassium ferrocyanide to mark the point of

iron deposition (Figure 6D). Brains were removed and placed in the same perfusion fluid for 7 days. Serial

frozen sections were cut at 50 mmwith a slidingmicrotome. Sections were counter-stained with cresyl violet.

Positions of electrode tips were ascertained with camera lucida drawings under a stereomicroscope.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Statistical details can be found within the results section. All groups of data are reported as mean G SEM

Statistical analyses described below were performed using MATLAB build-in functions and SPSS.

Behavioral scoring

Eight types of behavior of observer and demonstrator rats were analyzed in observational distress test.

They were freezing, sniffing, social approaching, heading, walking, resting, whisking, and licking. Defini-

tions of the behaviors are as follows. Freezing is defined as lack of movement in a standing position, other

than respiration.41 Sniffing is defined as movement of the nose or whiskers. Social approaching occurs

when a rat pokes its nose into a hole in the partition or puts its paw on the plexiglas partition between
16 iScience 26, 105865, January 20, 2023
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the demonstrator and observer. Walking is self-evident. Heading occurs when the rat swings its head up

and down, or left and right. Resting is defined as a lack of movement in a rat that put its head on its forepaws

with an electroencephalogram showing that it was awake (a power peak within the 4–12 Hz theta band).

Licking occurs when a rat licks its forepaws. Behaviors were scored in 1-s time bins for 20 s after laser

applied. Mean percentage of each behavior in self-block was compared to air-block and demo-block

with one sidedMann-Whitney U test at a significance level of a = 0.05, with Bonferroni correction (Figure 1

and S1).
Neuronal response to observed pain

For the neuronal response statistics, In the observational distress test, for each neuron and each session, we

assessed responsiveness by comparing the firing rate during a baseline period (0.5 s–1.5 s before stimulus

onset) and the firing rate during the experimental condition (0 s–3 s after stimulus onset) on a trial-by-trial

basis with two-tailed Mann-Whitney U tests. We examined 3-s periods because most social approach

behavior occurred within that period. The statistical significance threshold for the Mann-Whitney U test

across trials was set at p = 0.05. Sustained excitatory responses were identified if the number of spikes

increased significantly in the ten trials tested in a session. Sustained inhibitory responses were defined if

the number of spikes decreased significantly. A transient excitatory response was counted if the unit activity

exceeded the 99% confidence interval (Z value R2.33) in two consecutive bins (bin size, 100 ms) in the

experimental condition (0 s–3 s after stimulus onset) in the normalized peri-event histogram and if

compared with baseline activity, the maximum firing rate increased in more than 50% of the trials. No

attempt was made to identify transient inhibitory responses (Table 1). We performed Mann-Whitney

U-test comparing post laser heat applied of self-block/demo-block to air-block (Figure 2 and S2–S5). To

evaluate the uncertainty of cell classification, we created 10,000 shuffled datasets in which the ‘‘air’’,

‘‘demo’’, and ‘‘self’’ samples for each ‘‘air’’-‘‘demo’’-‘‘self’’ combination were randomly selected without

replacement from the original dataset of ‘‘air’’, ‘‘demo’’, and ‘‘self’’ samples, respectively. We also created

100,000 bootstrapping datasets with 10 trials for a block where each trial was randomly picked with replace-

ment from the original, pooled dataset of ‘‘air’’, ‘‘demo’’, and ‘‘self’’ samples. Observed percentages of cell

classification from recorded data were compared with those from shuffled datasets as positions in the dis-

tributions (Figure 3).
Behavior correlated unit activity

A total of 17 rats showing social approach behavior more than 10 times were used to correlate behavior with

unit activity. Among them, in 7 rats implanted with both ACC and InC arrays, in addition to the aforemen-

tioned 3 sessions, a new session was added to increase numbers of social approach behaviors. Following

the 3 sessions, we replaced the demonstrator rat with a naive rat in the demonstrator’s compartment and

recorded the neuronal activity of the observer for another 20 min. The beginning of the social approach

behavior was used as time 0 to obtain a peri-event histogram of single-unit activity. Average ensemble ac-

tivity was obtained by averaging the peri-event histograms, excluding inhibitory responses. In the ‘‘demo’’

blocks, freezing and social approach behaviors were initiated 4.0–11.6 s and 3.3–12.8 s (Q1–Q3), after laser

heat pulses, respectively. Accordingly, we focused on neuronal activities from 2 s before to 4 s after heat

pulses in subsequent analyses. To capture activity changes in freely behaving rats, we normalized neuronal

activity by Z score scaling with respect to the mean firing rate 2 to 0 s before the heat pulse in all ten trials.

Neurons responsive to pain of both others and self were correlated with prosocial-related behaviors in the

helping behavior test. Average ensemble activity was obtained by averaging peri-event histograms. Base-

line activities from 5 to 10 s prior to every behavior were used to transform the data into normalized Z

values.

For the statistic of ensemble neuronal responding to either social approach and freezing in observational

distress test and helping, nose interaction, and control open in helping behavior test, we performed one-

sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test compare 2 s before and after the particular behavior (Figures 4, 5, 6, 7,

S6, and S7). Significance values are reported as follows: *p<0.05 and **p<0.01. For the figures, all data are

given as the mean G SEM. Detail information of the statistic test is embedded in figure legends.
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